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I. Introduction
While individuals entering retirement may have sufficient financial, housing, and pension assets at the time
of retirement, they are likely to face the difficult challenge of managing these resources through turbulent
developments during retirement. Unexpected negative changes in health status, volatile real estate and
financial equity prices, and potential retrenchment of public retirement and health care programs all
create uncertainty regarding the trajectory of resources after retirement. Here, we explore the role of
health and health changes or shocks on retiree’s assets, focusing on both the likelihood of such shocks
and the resulting changes in financial resources.
Using a sample of retirees drawn from the US Health and Retirement Study (HRS), econometric
techniques developed for dynamic panel data model with household effects, and a new and novel
measure of health, we study several aspects of the impact of health and health change on the postretirement evolution of wealth. We rely on item response theory to construct a broad and
comprehensive measure of health status, and establish an indicator of poor health based upon it. We
then use this measure to study the incidence and persistence of poor health in retirement and its variation
over demographic and economic groups of retirees, including those of various levels of wealth. We also
use this measure to analyze the effect of adverse shocks to health status on overall wealth.
Our approach advances knowledge regarding the health related threats to economic independence for
older citizens. First, we focus exclusively on a sample of individuals who have actually retired, where
being retired is defined as receiving Social Security retirement benefits. The vast majority studies
concerned with resources and resource adequacy utilize samples of older Americans made up of either
pre-retirees or a mix of pre-retirees and retirees. For several reasons, the wealth response to health
shocks of retirees might be different from that of non-retirees. Clearly, retirees are more constrained
with respect to how to deal with health shocks than are non-retirees. In couple households with two
retired persons, a spouse returning to work to mitigate the wealth impact of their spouse’s health
shock might be prohibited from doing so by the Social Security earnings test and their own poor
health. Additionally, many retirees (or their spouse) claim Social Security retirement benefits prior to
being eligible for Medicare. These individuals may not be sufficiently insured to withstand the medical
expenses associated with health shocks without these expenses having a substantial impact on their
wealth.
In addition, our analysis covers an extended period of time during post-retirement years, thereby
allowing us to analyze the effects of health shocks on individuals and families for multiple years. This
extension is important because a secure position at the time of retirement is no guarantee of a secure
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position years later. As policymakers and academics consider the implications of the reform of Social
Security and Medicare, it is important that they understand the nature of these risks to retirement
resources, the average incidence of these risks, the groups of people for which incidence and/or
consequences of the risks realization are the greatest, and the patterns by which resources changes in
response to health shocks over retirement years.
These contributions are enabled by our unique latent measure of true health status. Because this
measure rests on a full estimation framework based on item response theory, it reduces the arbitrariness
of prior estimates of the impacts of health shocks based on either several partial indicators of health
status or ad hoc estimates of underlying health.
Finally, we analyze the effect of shocks on a more comprehensive definition of wealth, including pension
wealth. We exclude only what we label ‘unsmooth’ pensions, never-dispersed pensions, and the value
of non-primary residences from our wealth measure; prior health shock studies have used more limited
definitions of wealth, often excluding pension wealth. Hence, our findings will allow us to identify those
socio-economic groups for which negative health shocks represent a significant risk to retirement
resources.
II. Review of Prior Literature
Our proposed research builds on several ongoing lines of research, including studies on the
adequacy of retirement savings, the measurement of health status, and the impact of health shocks
on wealth and a variety of behaviors (e.g., work, asset allocation, and consumption).
A. The Adequacy of Resources in Retirement
Numerous research papers examine the adequacy of resources in retirement; they differ significantly in
the data used, research methods, and conclusions. Much of this research assesses the extent to which
pre-retirement savings behavior is sufficient to ensure adequate retirement resources (Bernheim, 1992;
Moore and Mitchell, 2000; Gustman and Steinmeier, 1999; Engel, Gale, and Uccello, 1999; Mitchell,
Moore, and Phillips, 2000; Wolff, 2002; Butrica, Iams, and Smith, 2003). Other studies examine the
actual adequacy of resources as individuals enter retirement (Haveman et al., 2006; Haveman et al.,
2007a; Haveman et al., 2007b). These studies compare actual savings behavior with alternative threshold
levels of retirement savings adequacy, as do other studies (Mitchell, Moore, and Phillips, 2000; Moore and
Mitchell, 2000; Wolff, 2002; Butrica, Iams, and Smith, 2003). Still others such as Bernheim, 1992; Engel, Gale, and
Uccello, 1999; Scholz, Sheshadri, and Khitatrakun, 2006 explore optimal savings behavior from a stochastic
utility-based model.
The results of these studies differ substantially with regard to resource adequacy, with some studies
finding relatively high average rates of savings adequacy (Gustman and Steinmeier, 1998; Engel,
Gale, and Uccello, 1999; Scholz, Sheshadri, and Khitatakun, 2006) and others finding modest to
substantial shortfalls in savings (Berheim, 1997; Mitchell, Moore, and Phillips,
2000; Moore and Mitchell, 2000; Wolff, 2002; Butrica, Iams, and Smith, 2003; Haveman et al.,
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2006; Haveman et al., 2007a; Haveman et al., 2007b). All of the studies find substantial
heterogeneity in savings adequacy across individuals.
B. Measurement of Health Status
Measuring health status is a field within itself. Many studies of the role of health, especially those by
economists use the five response subjective general health. ….
[[Need literature references and discussion here.]]
C. Health, Health Shocks and Wealth
As noted above, much recent economic literature on older Americans examines the question of
whether Americans save enough to maintain pre-preretirement living standards. Several studies
provide evidence on how wealth and its components (in particular, IRAs and 401(k) pensions and
housing wealth as forms of self- insurance) evolve during retirement (Holden and Schrass 2009;
Poterba et al. 2008; Coile and Milligan 2009; Megbolugbe et al. 1997, 1999; Venti and Wise 2002,
2004).
Other studies report on the effect of health and health shocks on wealth. Smith (1999), using data
from the HRS and AHEAD, finds large negative wealth effects associated with the onset of a chronic
medical condition. The magnitude of these estimated effects are much larger than can be explained by
the increases in the associated out-of-pocket medical expenses. Coile and Milligan (2009) provide
evidence that that the drawdown in home equity increases with the time from the occurrence of
adverse shocks, and that at least some of the drawdown in housing assets is offset by increases in
more liquid assets. Poterba, Venti, and Wise (2010) use HRS data to examine how changes in family
status and health affect non-pension wealth, and report on the evolution of non-pension assets among
older Americans. They find the response of couples to adverse health shocks leads to temporal
decreases in the stock of available wealth, and to lower asset trajectories in subsequent years.
Our research is in the spirit of Coile and Milligan (2009) and Poterba, Venti, and Wise (2010), and uses
the analytic framework of Haveman, Holden, Wolfe, and Romanov (2007a, 2007b).
Interpreting the results of this collection of prior studies is difficult. There is no consistent criterion for
sample selection or for defining either health or economic positions. Moreover, the estimation
methodology differs substantially across the studies. In this paper, we examine a set of questions
related to those in the prior literature on the effect of health-related risk exposures on wealth-related
outcomes using a consistent sample frame, adequacy measure(s), and empirical methodology.
III.

Data

The data used in this study is drawn from the initial cohort of the US Health and Retirement Survey
(HRS). This cohort consists of individuals born between 1931 and 1941 and their spouses. They were
first interviewed in 1992, when they were between the ages of 51 and 61, and subsequently reinterviewed every two years. As of this date, the most recent data available on this cohort is from 2010.
3

Our analysis sample consists of individual HRS cohort households. Individuals in these households are
tracked from the wave following their first receipt of Social Security or Social Security Disability
Insurance (SSDI) benefits (at which time we define the household to be ‘retired’) until they die, attrite
from the sample, or the information available from the panel expires. At each two-year interview
(wave), one of the two (potential) individuals in an initial HRS cohort household is selected to be the
financial respondent and answer questions about the household’s income (labor earnings, private and
public pensions, and other public benefits) and wealth (see below). Respondents are also asked about
their living arrangements (family structure), various health attributes, health insurance, and health-care
utilization.
A. Measuring Net Wealth and Components
For each wave in which a respondent is observed, we obtain the value of components of total wealth. 1
The values of most of these wealth components are reported by the financial respondent. The
exceptions are to these direct reports are Social Security, veteran’s benefit, and pension/annuity
wealth. We detail the valuation of these components of wealth below.
Social Security Wealth: We estimate Social Security wealth for each person in our sample the as expected
discounted present value of the Social Security benefit amount for the respondent and, if married, their
spouse using self-reports of Social Security income.2 In constructing these Social Security wealth
estimates, we utilize methodology similar to that used in constructing estimates of prospective Social
Security wealth measures for pre-retirees in the HRS from Social Security Master Beneficiary File data
(Kapinos et al. 2010). To determine age- and race-specific mortality rates, we utilize life tables from the
National Vital Statistics System (rather than Social Security Administration life tables) to construct the
prospective measures for pre-retirees in the HRS; these tables vary by sex, race, and Hispanic origin
whereas Social Security Administration life tables vary only by sex. Following the methodology used to
construct prospective Social Security wealth measures for pre-retirees in the HRS, we use a discount
rate equal to the real interest rate as defined from nominal interest rates and inflation rates.
Smooth Pension Wealth: In the assets section of the HRS, financial respondents are asked about income
received in the prior month by the respondent (and his/her spouse) from the largest and second largest
pensions, plus the aggregate of any other pensions received. Within these reports of pension income we
identify smooth streams of disbursements. We define these smooth disbursements as pension
payments that have been received continuously since first dispersed and exhibiting a wave-to-wave
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Total wealth is divided into 9 mutually exclusive components: 1) net real estate wealth; 2) net value of primary residence;
3) net vehicle wealth; net business wealth; 4) equities wealth; 5) checking, savings, and money market balances, plus other
saving/debt; 6) CDs, US government savings bonds, and T-bills; 7) net value of other bonds; 8) Social Security wealth; and 9)
“smooth” pension and veterans benefit wealth.
2
We have done comparisons of the wave of self-reported social security uptake against the administrative data of uptake from
the cross-wave benefits file; the self-reports appear to be fairly accurate. We have not compared actual benefit amounts to
self-reported benefits, but we intend to do so. If the self-reported benefit amounts appear to be accurate we will fully utilize
the self-reported benefit data to construct estimates of social security wealth. The advantage of this approach is that sample
size is not lost in matching to the Social Security Cross Wave Benefits file data.
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change reported in log income amounts of less than 0.35 (about an annual change of 16 percent) over all
the dispersal years.
Having identified ‘smooth pensions’, we multiply the reported monthly pension amounts by 12 to form
an annual pension disbursement amount. The wealth associated with each smooth pension is then
estimated as the expected discounted present value of the annual pension disbursement amount. As
with our estimates of Social Security wealth, we use a discount rate equal to the real interest rate and
Vital Statistics life tables. We also allow annual pension payment amounts to grow at a rate that we
estimate from average year-to-year changes in these payments.
Smooth Veteran’s Benefits Wealth: We use the procedure described above for pensions to determine
whether annual reported veteran’s (and survivor) benefits are smooth. Veteran’s pensions associated
with smooth disbursements are valued using the methodology for pensions described above.
B. Measuring Health
The HRS contains detailed information on a wide range of indicators of respondent health status,
including respondent assessments of health (health status on a 5 point scale and change in health status
since the prior wave). Also, respondents answer questions about functional limitations, health behaviors
(alcohol and tobacco usage), activity levels, BMI, and physician-diagnosed chronic conditions (e.g. heart
disease, cancer, diabetes, and arthritis).
From our prior work (Wallace et al. 2010; Wallace et al. 2011), we conclude that a reliable assessment of
the impact of health shocks on economic status (wealth and wealth adequacy) requires the
construction of a composite health measure that incorporates a broad range of information on health
status available in the HRS and reflects the potentially transitory nature of poor health among retirees.
Toward this end we have developed a measure of latent physical health status based on Item Response
Theory (IRT).3 Item response theory provides a framework for estimating the score value for a latent
trait from a set of items that relate to a uni-dimensional latent trait.4
3

Item response theory is a well-accepted method in the area of educational and psychometric testing. In these fields, the
method has been applied to the problem of identifying true attainment (or ability) when the information available (e.g., test
scores) varies in both their tie to true ability and in the degree of difficulty (probability of a ‘correct’ answer) (See Baker (2001)
for a primer). For application of the IRT framework to the problem of health measurement, see Hayes et al. 2000; Saldo et al.
2006; and Fryback et al. 2010.
4
In the context of IRT models, unidimensionality means that covariation in the item responses can be explained by a single
component. To examine the appropriateness of this assumption, we conducted a principle components analysis on the items
utilized in our measures. The results of this analysis were supportive of the unidimensionality assumption with strong positive
item loading on the first principle component and eigenvalues that fell off sharply on subsequent components. The other
assumption required for IRT models is that the item responses are locally independent; that responses, conditional on the
latent trait, are independent. In practice there is no good way to formally test whether this assumption is met. Edelen and
Reeve (2007) suggest examining the correlation of residuals from a single factor confirmatory factor analysis for items with
items with excessive residual correlation as an indication that the local independence assumption is violated. In single factor
confirmatory factor analysis performed on the items in our measure, we noted no such excessive correlation between item
residuals
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In the IRT framework, responses of a person to a particular item are modeled with an item response
function which links the value of the latent trait to a probability of correct (affirmative) response to the
item. Key features of an item’s response function include its difficulty and its ability to discriminate
amongst individuals with different values of the latent trait. An item’s difficulty is can be described by
value of the latent trait associated with a 50 percent or more chance of providing an affirmative
answer; the ability of an item to discriminate can be described by the slope of the item response
function with respect to the latent trait. Estimating IRT models involves estimating common
parameters of the item characteristics function as well as the value of the latent trait for each individual
included in the test.
Using the IRT framework, we have constructed a physical health score using responses to 21 items that
were available in the HRS for each wave between 1994 and 2010. The items we use cover the difficulty
with activities of daily living (dressing, bathing, eating, etc.), other functional limitations (reaching,
walking, stair climbing, push-pulling heaving object, jogging one mile, etc.), health care utilization
(nursing home, hospital, homecare), and self-reported health on a five point scale. Our scores are
constructed on standard normal scale with higher scores indicating better health.
One of the principle advantages of score measures constructed on the basis of the IRT framework is
that the framework provides feedback on the measure’s strengths and weaknesses. In particular,
standard errors for health scores are available for each respondent in each wave. These standard
errors vary by health score and also response patterns, including nonresponse to one or more items.
Figure 1 provides a scatter plot of health score standard errors against health scores for HRS
respondents at age 62. The standard errors are lowest for individuals with heath scores (on a standard
normal scale) between -1 and -2, reflecting the fact that most items included in our measure
discriminate well amongst individuals in poorer than average health. Our measure is somewhat less
reliable at the extreme top and bottom ends of the scale.
Figure 2 shows histograms of standardized male and female health scores for HRS respondents at age
62. Comparing across sexes, the distribution of health scores for men is centered to the right of the
distribution of health scores for women. The left side of each distribution resembles one that could
have been generated from a normal distribution. However, there is some clustering on the right side of
both the male and female distributions. This clustering is a result of our constructed health scores not
differentiating cleally amongst individuals in relatively good health. For example, many respondents
are clustered at a health score of 0.625 because they indicated difficulty jogging one mile, but listed no
other functional limitations or limitations on activities of daily living, and self-reported that their health
was very good.
How does our health measure compare with self-reported health? Figure 3 provides comparisons of
our constructed average health scores and self-reported health by age for men and women. The
percent of HRS respondents with the average health score or more is compared with the percent of
6

respondents that have better than fair health. For men the two series track quit closely. Moreover, the
pattern in the age-specific means for responses self-reported of health of better than fair for men and
women follow a very similar pattern. However, the mean value of health scores by age for women are
lower than their male counterparts, and decrease more slowly with age.
One way to gauge the quality of a health measure is to assess the extent to which the health measure
is related to health conditions that are not used in the construction of the health score. Figure 4 shows
the percent of respondents ever observed with various chronic conditions (heart disease, long disease,
high blood pressure, cancer, stroke, and diabetes) and average out of pocket medical expenses by
health score quintile, information that is available in the HRS but used in the construction of our health
measure. Our constructed scores are quite predictive the chronic conditions with the exception of
cancer. Relative to HRS respondents in the top quintile of 1994 (wave 2) health scores, respondents in
the bottom quintile of health scores in were 2.73 times more likely to report diabetes, 2.46 times more
likely to report heart disease, 5.16 times more likely to report a chronic lung condition, 3.58 times more
likely report having had a stroke, and 1.40 times more likely to report having high blood pressure by
2010 (wave 10). There is also a strong relationship between 1994 health score quintile and average
output of pocket medical expenses in subsequent waves. HRS respondents in the bottom quintile
(bottom 5 percent) of the health score distribution in 1994 averaged $4,290 ($5,083) in out of pocket
medical expenses over the waves in which they appeared in the HRS after 1994, while those in the top
quintile (top 5 percent) of health scores averaged only $2,352 ($2,191).
Our constructed health scores are also predictive of mortality. Figure 6 shows a comparison mortality
rates across quintiles of 1994 distribution of health scores. Roughly, roughly 42 (56) percent of
respondents in the bottom quintile (bottom 5 percent) of the health score distribution were deceased
by 2010 compared with only 14 (9) percent of those from the top quintile (top 5 percent). Interestingly,
given the fact that our constructed health scores differentiate less well at the top of the health
distribution, there are large differences in mortality between the fourth and fifth quintiles with
respondents in the 5th quintile over 60 percent more likely to survive until 2010 than respondents the
4th quintile.
IV.

The Impact of Health on Wealth/Wealth Adequacy in Retirement

For retirees, changes in health may affect the level and adequacy of resources over the course of
retirement. Here, we analyze the impact of changes in health status on retiree wealth holdings. We
begin by providing a portrait of health status as individuals enter retirement, and over the course of
retirement. Then, we describe our measurement of the relationship of changing health status to
wealth during retirement years. Finally, we examine the processes through which both health affects
wealth during retirement.
A. A Portrait of Health Status and Wealth in Retirement
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We use descriptive methods to address two fundamental questions. First, what is the distribution of
health at retirement? We answer this by showing the fraction of retirees that are in poor, middling,
good, and excellent health at retirement and the relationship of these health statuses at retirement to
demographic background (age, sex, race, education level, coupled status), lifestyle choices (drinking,
smoking, exercise, and drug use), and wealth level in the first wave of retirement.
Second, how does the interaction of health and wealth at the beginning of retirement influence the
subsequent evolution of health? Is wealth protective of health in the sense that individuals that
retired at similar ages and with similar health status, but with different levels of wealth, experience
different evolutions of health post-retirement? To accomplish this, we distinguish those who enter
retirement in poor health from retirees with better-than-poor health5, and estimate both the evolution
of health status and wealth of these two groups over the course of retirement.
[[Incomplete]]
B. The Impact of Health Shocks on Wealth and Wealth Adequacy
To examine the trajectory of wealth holdings, we relate estimate health trajectories to observed
wealth holdings, allowing us to portray the overall patterns of wealth change associated with various
health trajectories.
Conceptually, our model of the evolution of wave-to-wave post-retirement wealth is described by the
following equation

( )

(

)

wealtht+1 = 1+ r × éëwealtht -C wealtht ,healtht ùû ,
t
where wealtht is the wealth in the first period, r is the two year rate of return on the current stock of
wealth, and C ( )t , represents consumption between period t and period t  1 which may be a function
of the stock of wealth in period t as well as health status between periods t and t  1 . With this
framework, a negative shock to health will have an immediate negative effect on wealth through its
effect on consumption, but may also have a larger longer-run effect as the shock-reduced wealth in
period t  1, implies lower future absolute returns.
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To distinguish poor and better-than-poor health groups, we assume that respondents in the bottom decile of the distribution
of health scores at the time of retirement are in poor health. We then compare the characteristics of the poor and better-thanpoor health groups, using a binary response model where the binary response is poor versus better-than-poor health in the first
period post-retirement. We estimate these models separately by sex and couple status, and include numerous individual
background variables. These include retirement age, education, an indicator of whether the respondent retired with SSDI versus
retirement or survivor benefits, BMI, indicators of health behaviors at retirement (e.g., tobacco use), and lagged indicators of
activity levels. The results from this estimation allow us to identify the characteristics associated with entering retirement in
poor health, including the levels of wealth among the groups distinguished.
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Based on this conceptual model, the following reduced form equation can be estimated for the
evolution of wealth post-retirement.

wealthi ,t    wealthi.t 1   ' healthi ,t   ' fi   ' xi ,t  t  ci ,t  vi ,t

(1)

where wealthi ,t is household i ' s wealth in retirement period t , healthi ,t is a vector containing the
percentile ranks (over retirees) of the respondent’ and spouse’s health scores described above, f i is a
vector of household-level, time-invariant characteristics, and xi,t is a vector of household-level, timevariant characteristics,  t is a retirement period effect, ci , t is a calendar year effect, and vi ,t  i   i ,t
is an error term with component consisting of an individual effect  i and an iid error term  i ,t .
Treating  i as a fixed effect and estimating via OLS will result in biased coefficient estimates in a short
panel (Nickell, 1981). Moreover, treating  i as a random effect will also result in biased coefficients
because  i is correlated with wealthi.t 1 by construction. The typical approach for dealing with this
problem is to transform the equation to eliminate the individual level effect by first differencing. Taking
such an approach yields

wealthi ,t    wealthi.t 1   ' healthi ,t   ' xi ,t   t  ci ,t   i ,t
Note that in the above equation  i ,t will be correlated with wealthi.t 1 (i.e., wealthi.t 1 is
predetermined, leading to biased estimates of the coefficients). One solution to this problem is to use
lagged values of wealthi.t 1 as instruments for wealthi.t 1 . Holtz-Eakin, Newey, and Rosen (1988) and
Arrellano and Bond (1991) developed a Generalized Method of Moments Estimator involving an
instrumentation matrix using moment conditions to accomplish this estimation.

E  wealthi ,t  s  i ,t   0, t  3, 4,..., T , and s  1, 2,..., t  1.

(2)

Under the assumption that the variables in xi ,t are strictly exogenous and that healthi ,t is
predetermined in the sense that current health may be affected by realizations of  i ,t , the additional
moment conditions apply. 6

6

The benefits of this estimator are that it is unbiased, asymptotically efficient, and easy to implement using readily available
statistical software packages (Roodman, 2006). Assuming homoscedastic error terms the one step version of this GMM
estimator is asymptotically efficient. Under heteroscedastic errors, the two step estimator is asymptotically efficient. The
drawbacks of this estimator are: (1) the first difference equations representing the first two panel observations cannot be used;
(2) coefficients on the time invariant household level characteristics cannot be estimated, as panel gaps eliminate two
observations in first differences; (3) first differencing magnifies the measurement error in HRS wealth data (Hill, 2006); and (4)
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E  xi , s  i ,t   0, t  3, 4,...T , s  2,3,..., T , (3)
and

E  healthi ,t  s  i ,t   0, t  3, 4,...T , s  1, 2,..., T .

(4)

To address the deficiencies of this estimator (see note 9), we could utilize a system GMM estimator
proposed by Arellano and Bover (1995) and developed more fully by Blundel and Bond (1998). In
addition to relying on the moment conditions (2), (3), and (4) above this estimator involves the
additional assumptions that yi ,t , healthi ,t , and xi ,t are all uncorrelated with  i .7 With these
assumptions the additional moment conditions can be applied and the full set of parameters in (1) can
be estimated. 8

E  vi ,t yi ,t 1   0 for t  3, 4,..., T ,

(5)

E  vi ,t , healthi ,t 1   0 for t  3, 4,..., T ,

(6)

E  vi ,t , xi ,t   0 for t  2,3,..., T

(7)

and

In our conceptual and empirical models for the evolution of wealth specified above the return on wealth
does not vary across calendar years, but there are many reasons to suspect that it does. Retirees in our
sample experienced the tech boom and bust of the late-1990s and early-2000s, the run-up in stock and
housing prices leading up to the Great Recession, a crash in both house and stock prices in 2008 and a
corresponding run-up on the stock prices and, to a lesser extent, home prices thereafter.
The potential for variable returns on the household stock of wealth has implications for the long-run
effects of health shocks on wealth. If a household experiences a health shock during a period of low
asset prices then they may have to liquidate a portion of their stock of wealth on relatively unfavorable
terms, leading to lower future absolute returns when markets rebound, and lower future values of
wealth relative to households that experienced health shocks in periods when assets prices were more
favorable.
lagged levels of wealth may be poor instruments for changes in wealth leading to finite sample bias and poor precision (Blundell
and Bond, 1998).
7
See Blundell et al. (2001) for a discussion of these assumptions.
8
Unbiased estimation of this model requires that there is no second order or higher autocorrelation in  i,t . In models with
one lag of wealth the null of no second order autocorrelation in  i,t could be rejected. For this reason we incorporated two
lags of wealth in our estimation. In models with two lags of wealth the null of no second order (or higher) autocorrelation could
not be rejected. Moreover, Hansen tests of over identifying restrictions indicated that there is no strong evidence that
instruments applied to the first difference equations via moment conditions (2) through (4) or the level equations via (5)
through (7) are endogenous.
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A strategy for handling this involves incorporating time-interacted lagged dependent variables into the
model (1)

wealthi ,t   b 2008  wealthi.t 1   2008  wealthi.t 1   2010 _  wealthi.t 1
  2010  wealthi.t 1   2010   wealthi.t 1

(8)

  ' healthi ,t   ' fi   ' xi ,t   t  ci ,t  vi ,t
where  b 2008 reflects the coefficient on lagged wealth for periods before September 2008,  2008 reflects
the coefficient on lagged wealth in 2008 for those households interviewed during or after September
2008,  2010 reflects the coefficient on lagged wealth in 2010 for those households with a 2008 interview
occurring before September,  2010_ reflects the coefficient in lagged wealth in 2010 for households with
a 2008 occurring interview during or after September 2008, and  2010  reflects the common coefficient
on lagged wealth for years past 2010.
Results
Table 1 shows the results for the dynamic wealth regressions estimated using OLS and fixed effects. All
models contain 2 lags of the dependent variable because the null hypothesis of no second order
autocorrelation in second differences, (first order autocorrelation in levels) cannot be rejected in models
that include just one lag. In addition to the variables shown, both specifications contain year effects. As
noted above, if there is a time invariant, household level, error component, the OLS coefficients on the
lagged wealth variables will be biased upward because of positive correlation between apparent
household level error component and the lagged wealth levels. The fixed effect estimators of the
coefficients on the lagged dependent variables will also be biased. This so called “Nickel bias”
associated with the fixed effects estimator is a result of the fact that transformed lagged dependent
variables are negatively correlated with the transformed error, and hence results in downward bias of
the coefficient on the lagged dependent variables. Because the OLS estimates of the coefficients on the
lagged dependent variables will be biased upward and the fixed effects estimates of these same
coefficients will be biased downward, the set of estimates shown in Table 1 serve as effective bounds to
any potentially unbiased estimates of the coefficients on the lagged dependent variables.
The estimates from the OLS model in Table 1 imply that wealth in retirement is highly persistent, with an
implied long-run multiplier of 8.061 (1/(1-0.534-0.342). Both the health score of the male retiree and
his spouse, which are both standardized using the mean and standard deviation of the health of male
retirees in the first period of retirement, have a positive and statistically significant effect on wealth. A
permanent one standard deviation drop in male health is estimated to reduce health immediately by
7.96 (thousand dollars) with a long-run effect of 64.16. The coefficients on the education variables have
the expected signs and are consistent with what is known about levels of wealth across education levels.
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The same holds true for race where the estimates imply statistically significant lower wealth levels for
blacks and Hispanics, and wealth levels for Asians that are very similar to those of whites. There is a
small and statistically insignificant effect of retirement age on wealth and a much larger and statically
significant effect of post-retirement period (the number of HRS waves number post retirement) on
wealth. The latter estimate implies that aggregate wealth declines persistently in retirement, all else
equal.
Examining the results from the fixed effects estimation, the downward bias in the coefficients is evident
as both the coefficients on the first and second lags of wealth are negative. The effect of the health
score of the male retiree on the current level of wealth is negligible and statistically insignificant.
Although much larger, the effect of spousal health score on the current level of wealth implies an
immediate impact of a standard deviation decrease in spousal health of $9,004. As was the case with
OLS estimator, estimates of the coefficient on retirement period are large, negative, and statistically
significant implying rapid drop in wealth levels during retirement.
[[Table 1 is missing]]
Table 2 shows the results of system GMM estimates of our wealth specification under various
assumptions about the endogeneity of male retiree and spousal health scores and whether or not time
invariant covariates are included in the set of repressors. The column 1 specification includes time
invariant regressors and treats the health scores of male retirees and their spouses as completely
exogenous. The second column specification also includes time invariant covariates, but treats health
scores as predetermined in the sense that they can be affected by past realizations of the error terms,
but not current realizations. Such would be the case if a past wealth shock resulted in lower future
health. The column 3 specification includes time invariant covariates, but treats the health scores as
endogenous in the sense that they are potentially related to contemporaneous retaliations of the error
term. Lastly, the column 4 specification treats the health scores as endogenous, but excludes the time
invariant covariates. This final specification would be the most appropriate if the time invariant
variables were correlated with time variant error wealth equation.
In the Table 2 specifications the coefficients on the lagged dependent variables are between the OLS
and fixed effects estimates shown in Table 1. As noted the coefficient estimates in Table 1 are either
biased upward (OLS) or downward (FE) so the fact that the Table 2 estimates fall in the range between
the OLS and FE estimates is encouraging. Estimates of the coefficients associated with the lagged
dependent variable are also similar across specifications ranging from 0.35 to 0.42 on for the coefficient
on the lag of wealth, and 0.23 to 0.27 on the second lag of wealth. Implied long-run multipliers are in
the narrow range of 2.39 to 2.54.
While the coefficients on the lagged dependent variables are similar across Table 2 specifications, the
coefficients on the health score variables are not, with the estimated coefficient associated with the
column 1 regression several orders of magnitude higher than any of the others and statistically
significant at the 0.01 level. Large relative coefficients on the health score variable in this specification
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are expected if health is positively correlated with current or past realizations the time variant error
term in the wealth equation. Thus, the large magnitude of estimated coefficients associated with the
health scores from the column 1 regression suggest that that health scores are predetermined or
endogenous. In column 2, where health scores are treated as predetermined, the coefficients on the
health score variables are lower than in columns 3 and 4, where health scores are treated as
endogenous, and either borderline statistically significant (retiree’s health score) or not statistically
significant (spouse’s health score). As the column 3 and 4 specifications are robust to the potential
endogeity of the respondent’s and spouse’s health scores, they are our preferred specifications. In both
of these specifications the coefficient on the retiree’s health score is statistically significant at the 0.05
level and the coefficient on the spouse’s health score is statistically significant at the 0.10 level.
As noted above the difference between the column 3 and 4 specification is that the column (3)
specification contains time invariant covariates whereas the column 4 specification does not. In terms
of the estimates of the coefficients on lagged wealth and health, the inclusion of time varying covariates
does not appear to have much of an impact as estimates of these coefficients are virtually identical in
the column (3) and (4) specifications. Where time invariant covariates are included, the associated
estimated coefficients seem reasonable: Blacks and Hispanics have lower expected wealth levels relative
to whites, wealth levels increase with educational attainment, and wealth decreases with the number of
waves the respondent is retired.
Figures 6 and 7 show the simulated effect of various health shocks on the evolution of wealth. The
simulations shown in Figure 6 use our preferred estimates, those in column (4) of Table 2, to simulate
the wealth response to a temporary, one standard deviation decrease, in male retiree and spousal
health scores. Such a temporary drop in health would be associated with transitory health conditions
which cause problems for a wave and then disappear. The initial impact of a temporary decrease in
health scores is given by the coefficients on the health score variables in Table 2. Thus, initially a one
standard deviation shock to the retiree’s health will decrease household wealth by an estimated
$14,000, and a one standard deviation decrease in spousal health will decrease household wealth by an
estimated $17,600. These initial effects are moderated over time as household wealth adjusts back to
its steady state level. For both shocks to the male retirees and spouses the impact of a temporary health
shock on wealth is will have completely dissipated after 12 waves (24 years). Thus, while temporary
shocks to health do not have permanent effects on household wealth, such shocks will have substantial
effects on wealth in the first several years post-shock and, given the life expectancies of retirees, may
well result in lower wealth for the household over the course of the life of its members.
Figure 7 uses our preferred estimates to simulate the wealth response to a permanent one standard
deviation decrease in male retiree and spousal health scores. As with the temporary shocks, the initial
effect of a permanent decrease in health scores is given by the coefficient values in Table 2, but whereas
the response to a temporary shock is characterized by an adjustment back to the original steady state,
the response to a permanent shock is characterized by an adjustment to a new (lower) steady state level
of household wealth. Moreover, the new steady state post shock level of wealth is determined by the
long-run multipliers, 2.54 in the case of our preferred specification, applied to the initial effect of the
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health shock. Thus, the long-run impact of a permanent decrease of one standard deviation in retiree
and spousal health is to decrease wealth by $35,00and $,600, respectively. As shown in Figure 7, the
adjustment to these new steady state values of household wealth is such that over 50 percent of the
adjustment is complete within 2 the first waves (4 years) following a shock. After 10 years from a
permanent health shock nearly 90 percent of the adjustment to the new steady state level of household
wealth will have been completed. Thus, households facing permanent health shocks in retirement face
an immediate and substantial decrease in wealth with continually declining wealth decreases over
course of the next decade.
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Table 2
Dynamics Wealth Regressions: OLS, Fixed Effects, and Random Effects
(standard errors in parentheses)

Wealth(t-1)

OLS
0.534***
(0.009)

Fixed Effects
-0.159***
(0.013)

Random Effects
0.507***
(0.010)

Wealth(t-2)

0.342***
(0.009)

-0.074***
(0.012)

0.344***
(0.009)

Health score

7.959**
(4.049)

0.897
(5.100)

8.996**
(4.254)

Spouse health score

14.689***
(4.290)

9.383
(5.731)

16.484***
(4.532)

Spouse health score missing

25.128
(27.055)

-17.039
(40.509)

26.949
(28.370)

14.705
(10.299)

___

19.644*
(11.615)

Some college

24.766**
(12.499)

___

32.851**
(14.015)

College+

84.622***
(12.516)

___

104.877***
(14.130)

-28.008**
(13.450)

___

-35.971**
(15.002)

Hispanic

-21.237
(15.281)

___

-29.148*
(17.044)

Asian

-2.174
(29.301)

___

-5.317
(32.953)

1.123

___

1.618

Education level (vs. <high school)
High school

Race (vs. white)
Black

Retirement age

15

(1.920)

(2.163)

Table continues
OLS
-9.529***
(2.663)

Fixed Effects
-37.079***
(2.929)

Random Effects
-10.196***
(2.865)

27.365
(125.532)

1183.008***
24.774

12.104
(141.017)

2,619

2,619

2,619

Average T

3.3

3.3

3.3

R-squared

0.79

0.66

0.79

Period

Constant

N
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Table 3
Dynamics Wealth Regressions: System GMM Estimators
(standard errors in parentheses)

Health
Exogenous
0.349***
(0.091)

Health
Predetermined
0.416***
(0.068)

Wealth(t-2)

0.233***
(0.072)

0.272***
(0.054)

0.233***
(0.056)

0.232***
(0.050)

Health score

20.964***
(7.914)

7.380*
(4.279)

12.662**
(6.295)

13.992**
(6.226)

Spouse health score

30.966***
(8.290)

8.902
(5.861)

17.001*
(9.141)

17.565*
(9.138)

Spouse’s health score missing

-27.360
(46.364)

-6.552
(34.797)

-3.054
(36.073)

14.613
(38.944)

55.798**
(24.835)

43.632**
(21.728)

54.805**
(22.642)

Some college

86.821**
(42.052)

54.847*
(29.826)

75.152**
(32.629)

___

College+

243.244**
(98.060)

169.682**
(69.550)

227.692***
(81.910)

___

-106.812**
(45.532)

-75.994**
(31.696)

-98.788***
(35.701)

___

-113.576**
(50.927)

-79.541**
(35.602)

-107.004***
(40.266)

___

Wealth(t-1)

Education level (vs. <high school)
High school

Race (vs. white)
Black

Hispanic
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Health
Endogenous
0.373***
(0.077)

Health
Endogenous,
No Time
Invariant
Covariates
0.374***
(0.071)

Table continues

Health
Endogenous,
No Time
Invariant
Covariates
___

Health
Exogenous
-40.591
(65.299)

Health
Predetermined
-19.152
(48.775)

Health
Endogenous
-5.604
(46.918)

2.612
(3.457)

1.390
(3.013)

3.049
3.078

___

Period

-22.477***
(7.253)

-19.775***
(5.788)

-23.466***
6.733

___

Constant

149.727
(209.316)

148.068
(189.743)

115.037
197.308

2,619

2,619

2,619

2,619

Average T

3.3

3.3

3.3

3.3

Number of instruments

46

130

118

111

P-value for null of no second
order autocorrelation in
differences

0.847

0.989

0.810

0.80

P-value for Hanson test of
overidentifying restrictions

0.049

0.573

0.252

0.403

Asian

Retirement age

N

18

385.025***
(124.224)

Figure 1
Health Scores and Standard Errors
(HRS respondents age 62)
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Figure 2
Distribution of Health Scores at Age 62
Panel A: Men
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Figure 3
Health Score vs Self-Reported Health Better than Fair (=1) by Age
(HRS respondents ages 62 to 75)
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Figure 4

Percent with Chronic Conditions in 2000 and Average Out of Pocket Medical Expenses per Wave
by 1994 Health Score Quintile
(HRS Cohort Respondents ages 53 to 62 in 1994)
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Figure 5
Percent Dead by Year and 1994 Health Score Quintile and Year
(HRS Cohort Respondents Ages 53 to 65 in 1994)
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Figure 6
The Effect of a Temporary (One Wave) Standard Deviation Decrease in Health Score on Wealth
(Simulations based on estimates from Table 2, column (4))
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Figure 7
The Effect of a Permanent One Standard Deviation Health Shock on Wealth
(Simulations based on estimates from Table 2, column (4))
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